Latinamerican and Caribbean Fall Festival 2020

ARTISTIC PRODUCTION AND CULTURAL EXCHANGES IN TIMES OF COVID-19

28.10.2020 | 08.11.2020

https://eulacfoundation.org/
PROGRAMME

CONCERT BY EMILIANO RAMNICEANU (PIANO) AND MIO SASAKI (VIOLIN)
VENEZUELA
25.10 | 18:00
Alte Druckerei Ottensen
Bahrenfelder Str. 73D, 22765 Hamburg
Organised by: Stiftung Flügelfundus & Chaconne Künstler + Konzerte
Previous registration

"WOMEN IN FILM, POLITICAL AND PERSONAL"
SPAIN
27.10 | 19:00
3001 Kino
Schanzenstr. 75 (Im Hof), 20357 Hamburg
Organised by: Instituto Cervantes & 3001 Kino
Spanish, German and English
Previous registration

INAUGURATION CEREMONY
28.10 | 19:30
Planetarium Hamburg
Linnering 1, 22299 Hamburg
Organised by: EU-LAC Foundation, Instituto Cervantes & the Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg
Spanish and German
By invitation
Streaming

DOCUMENTARY "BIG ASTRONOMY"
CHILE
28.10 | 20:00
Planetarium Hamburg
Linnering 1, 22299 Hamburg
Organised by: Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg
Spanish, German and English
Previous registration

JULIO VICTORIA | DISCUSSION WITH CHRISTIAN RENZ PAULSEN AND MUSICAL PRESENTATION
COLOMBIA
29.10 | 18:00
Virtual
English
Organised by: Embassy of Colombia in Germany

"CHILEAN FILMMAKERS - CHILENISCHE FILMEMACHERINNEN" | FILM FESTIVAL
CHILE
31.10 - 29.11
Cine B-Movie
Brigittenstraße 5, 20359 Hamburg
Organised by: Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg
Spanish, German and English
Previous registration

CHILDREN WORKSHOP
"WHAT IS DEATH?" WITH PSYCHOLOGIST METTA SCHMIDT
MEXICO
31.10 | 11:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
German
Previous registration

*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)
INAUGURATION FOR THE FESTIVAL OF THE DEAD AND LIVING MEXICO
31.10 | 12:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
Spanish and German
More information

CHILDREN WORKSHOP "WHAT IS DEATH?" WITH PSYCHOLOGIST METTA SCHMIDT MEXICO
01.11 | 11:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
German
Previous registration

DAY OF THE DEAD ALTAR MEXICO
31.10 | 14:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
Spanish and German
More information

SUGAR SKULLS SALE MEXICO
01.11 | 12:00 - 15:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
More Information

SHORT FILM SHOW "NOSOTRAS AUDIOVISUALES" | DISCUSSION WITH CONSTANZA VERDEJO. CHILE
31.10 | 21:00
Cine B-Movie
Brigittenstraße 5, 20359 Hamburg
Organised by: Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg
Spanish, German and English
Previous registration

CONFERENCE "THE RETURN OF DEAD CHILDREN ON NOVEMBER 1ST IN MEXICO" WITH CLAUDIA CHAVEZ DE LEDERBOGEN. MEXICO
01.11 | 16:00
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
Spanish and German
Previous registration
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*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)
## Programme

### Visit to the Historical Crypt of St. Joseph Germany and Mexico
- **Date:** 03.11 | 11:00
- **Location:** Eimsbütteler Straße 1, 22769 Hamburg
- **Organized by:** Hamburg México e.V.

### Day of the Dead Altar Contest "Remember Your Dead Loved Ones" Mexico
- **Date:** 03.11
- **Location:** Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
- **Organized by:** CIMA & MARKK

### Night of the Dead Mexico
- **Date:** 03.11 | 11:00
- **Location:** Virtual
- **Organized by:** The Embassy of Guatemala in Germany

### Webinar "Guatemala, A Perfect Source of Business for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)" by Lic. Miguel Solis, Guatemala
- **Date:** 03.11 | 14:00
- **Location:** Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
- **Organized by:** CIMA & MARKK

### Conference "The Importance of Xoloitzcuintli" by Christian Brückner, Mexico
- **Date:** 04.11 | 18:00
- **Location:** Virtual
- **Organized by:** Embassy from the Republic of Honduras and the Honorary Consulate of Honduras in Hamburg

*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)*
"Migrants in Quarantine" - E-Book Presentation
Spain, Colombia, Honduras, Mexico and Venezuela
05.11 | 19:00-20:00
Bücherhalle Altona
Ottenser Hauptstraße 8-10 Mercado, 22765 Hamburg.
Organised by: AMMA
Spanish
Previous registration
Streaming
Meeting-ID: 735 8458 6336
Password: MJ7i1a

"COVID 19 and Culture. How does it affect the Intercultural Art World?" | Concert by the Colombian Coffee Youth Orchestra and the Hamburg Youth Orchestra
Colombia and Germany
05.11 | 18:00
Virtual
Organised by: EU-LAC Foundation and Honorary Consulate of Colombia in Hamburg
Spanish and German
Streaming

Documentary "Venezuela Mi Amor" and Discussion with Director, Martin Meggle
Venezuela
CANCELLED
Instituto Cervantes
Chilehaus, Fischertwiete 1, 20095 Hamburg
Organised by: Instituto Cervantes
Spanish and German

Documentary "With the Feet in the Sky, Painters of Oaxaca"
Mexico
CANCELLED
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
German.

"Voces Indígenas en la Cultura, Sociedad y Medioambiente" | Documentary and Discussion with Alberto Pizarro Chanilao
Chile
06.11 | 15:30
Virtual
Organised by: Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg.
Spanish and English.
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*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions.
All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)
ARICA NATIVA
INDIGENOUS AND RURAL FILM FESTIVAL
CHILE
06-15.11
Virtual
Organised by: Altiplano Foundation.

CANCELLED
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK
German

CONCERT BY MARÍA YEBRA WITH JOHANNES AMMON AND JORGE CIDADES
MEXICO

DANCE PRESENTATION
"SOL MEXICANO"
MEXICO
CANCELLED
MARKK
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
Organised by: CIMA & MARKK

CONFERENCE
"RESILIENCE: THE ART OF REINVENTING YOURSELF IN TIMES OF COVID-19"
MEXICO
07.11 | 17:00
Virtual
Organised by: Espacio Internacional de Psicología y Orientación
Spanish
Meeting-ID: 856 1936 5230
Password: j92Ejd

FILM "CHANCE"
PANAMA
07.11 | 18:00
Virtual
Organised by: Embassy of the Republic of Panama and Consulate General of Panama in Hamburg.
Spanish and English

DOCUMENTARY "EN EL PAÍS DE MIS HIJOS"
ECUADOR
07.11 - 08.11
Virtual - Code: ilmkfsl2020ecuador
Organised by: Consulate General of Ecuador in Hamburg.
Spanish and German
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*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)*

---

**CANCELLED**
**MARKK**
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
**Organised by:** CIMA & MARKK
Spanish and German

---

**COMICS READING BY WAR AND PEAS**
**MEXICO**
**CANCELLED**
**MARKK**
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
**Organised by:** CIMA, Strips & Stories & MARKK
English

---

**CONFERENCE "THE DAY OF THE DEAD ALTARS IN MEXICO" BY ILDA MARTINEZ**
**MEXICO**
**CANCELLED**
**MARKK**
Rothenbaumchaussee 64, 20148 Hamburg
**Organised by:** CIMA & MARKK
Spanish

---

**TALLER "CHALLENGES IN TIMES OF COVID" MEXICO**
14.11 | 10:00 - 15:00
*KUNSTKLINIK - Kulturzentrum*
Eppendorf Martinistraße 44a 20251 Hamburg
**Organised by:** Hamburg México e.V.
Spanish
[Previous registration]

---

**DOCUMENTARY "DESPUÉS DE..." SPAIN**
13-15.11
**Virtual**
**Organised by:** Instituto Cervantes y 3001 Kino
Spanish, German and English

---

**HYBRID DEBATE ON THE TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY IN SPAIN AND GERMANY SPAIN AND GERMANY**
16.11 | 19:00
**Streaming**
Kehrwieder 12, 20457 Hamburg
**Organised by:** Instituto Cervantes & Körber Foundation
Spanish and German
[More information]
PROGRAMME

CONFERENCE "REFLECTIONS ON 117 YEARS OF THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA"
Panama
18.11 | 10:00
Virtual - link por confirmar
Organised by: Embassy of the Republic of Panama and Consulate General of Panama in Hamburg.

PRESENTATION OF "SELVA 4.2"
Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, Bolivia, Argentina, Peru and Paraguay
21-22.11 | 16:00
Künstlerhaus Faktor (Altona)
Max-Brauer-Allee 229, 22769 Hamburg
Organised by: RIMA GbR
Spanish and German
Previous registration

POETRY PERFORMANCE DUALITY "LIFE AND DEATH"
Chile and Ecuador
21-22.11 | HORA
Virtual
Organised by: María Angélica Muñoz Jiménez y Damia Mendoza Zambrano
Spanish
@Inspiracion.mensajera & Damia Mendoza Zambrano

PHOTO EXHIBITION "THE AUTOCONSTRUCTION OF A PERIPHERIC CITY"
Mexico
21.11
Bodenstedtstraße 16, 22765 Hamburg
Organised: Hamburg México e.V. and Bordearte Hábitat Urbano A.C.

"MEIN HERZ BRÜLLT WIE EIN ROTES TIER" BY PABLO AND WINÉTT DE ROKHAI
BOOK PRESENTATION
Chile and Germany
24.11 | 19:00
Virtual
Organised by: Instituto Cervantes and the Consulate General of Chile in Hamburg
Spanish and German
More information

WEBINAR "PANAMANIAN MUSICAL CONNECTION"
Panama
26.11
Virtual
Organised by: Embassy of the Republic of Panama and Consulate General of Panama in Hamburg.

"DAILY CHRONICLES IN TEN SHORT STORIES", READING WITH MANUEL RESÉNDIZ ARROYO
Mexico
27.11 | 19:00
Virtual
Organised by: Hamburg México e.V.
Spanish

*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Streaming</th>
<th>Organised by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;LOVING SCIENCE, INSPIRING TODAY THE STEM HEROINES OF TOMORROW&quot;, INTERVIEW WITH DR. ANA LUISA PIÑA MEXICO</td>
<td>28.11</td>
<td>19:00 Virtual Organised by: Hamburg México e.V. Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;DOCUMENTARY SERIES &quot;PATRIMONIO Y NACIÓN&quot; ARGENTINA&quot;</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Organised by: Consulate General of the Republic of Argentina in Hamburg Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;EL TACO CON MIGUEL&quot;</td>
<td>MEXICAN CUISINE CLASS MEXICO</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;EVENTS OPEN DURING THE ENTIRE FESTIVAL&quot;</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Organised by: Consulate General from the República of Argentina in Hamburg Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;SIGNALS, 100 YEARS OF MARIO BENEDETTI&quot;</td>
<td>MUSICAL PRESENTATION BY SILVANA MARRERO AND CARLOS DARAKJIAN URUGUAY</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILM &quot;HOSTAL DON TULIO&quot; GUATEMALA</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Organised by: Embassy of Guatemala in Germany Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;PAINTINGS GALLERY BY VLADIMIR BARRIOS PANAMA&quot;</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Organised by: Embassy of the Republic of Panama and Consulate General of Panama in Hamburg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions. All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)
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*Physical events have limited availability, due to current sanitary restrictions.
All schedules are set to German time (GMT+2:00)

---

**FILM AND DOCUMENTARY PROJECTIONS**

**PERU**

**Streaming**

**Organised by:** The Consulate General of Peru in Hamburg

- Film “El Mudo” - Spanish and English
- Film “Cuchillos en el cielo” - Spanish and English
- Film “Sigo Siendo” - Quechua and Spanish
- Film “El acuarelista” - Spanish
- Film “Una sombra al frente” - Spanish
- Perus Kochstudio | Preparation of traditional Peruvian dishes and cocktails. - German
  - “Ceviche” with chef Juan Danilo
  - “Papa a la Huancaina” with the restaurant Chicha
  - “Seco de Chabelita” with the restaurant Naninka
  - “Causa con Pulpo al Olivo” with the restaurant Rocoto
  - “Causa con Pollo” with the restaurant Mima
  - “Seco de res” with the restaurant Yaku
- Online Bartending with Guillermo Delgado
  - Pisco Sour
  - Pisco Punsch
  - Capitán
  - Capitán Martinez
  - Chilcano
  - Nikkey Sour

---

**PRE-RECORDED CONCERTS FROM THE NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OF COSTA RICA**

**COSTA RICA**

**Streaming**

**Organised by:** Embassy of Costa Rica in Germany

- Libertago de Astor Piazzolla
- Cha Cha Chá Vinicio Meza
- First Virtual Concert
- Second Virtual Concert
- Third Virtual Concert
- Fourth Virtual Concert
- Fifth Virtual Concert
- Sixth Virtual Concert
- Seventh Virtual Concert
- Eight Virtual Concert